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Abstract: Dispersed phases like colloidal particles and emulsions are characterized by their particle
size distribution. Narrow distributions can be represented by the monodisperse distribution. How-
ever, this is not the case for broader distributions. The so-called quadrature methods of moments
assume any distribution as a bidisperse one in order to solve the corresponding population balance.
The generalization of this approach (i.e., approximation of the actual particle size distribution ac-
cording to a bidisperse one) is proposed in the present work. This approximation helps to compress
the amount of numbers for the description of the distribution and facilitates the calculation of the
properties of the dispersion (especially convenient in cases of complex calculations). In the present
work, the procedure to perform the approximation is evaluated, and the best approach is found.
It was shown that the approximation works well for the case of a lognormal distribution (as an
example) for a moments order from 0 to 2 and for dispersivity up to 3.

Keywords: particle size distribution; lognormal distribution; bidisperse distribution; approximation;
moment matching

1. Introduction

The basic feature of colloids [1], as for aerosols [2], particulate matter [3], polymers [4],
etc., is that they appear in the form of a collection of discrete entities. Each entity may differ
from the others in several aspects (shape, composition, etc.). However, in order to describe
it, a certain number of variables is needed. These variables are called descriptors or internal
coordinates of the entity. Several such descriptors have been used in the relevant literature
(aspect ratio, fractal dimension, and surface area). However, in the simplest case of a single
descriptor, one representative of the size of the entity is employed. Typically, this descriptor
can be the length, equivalent diameter, volume, mass, or molecular weight (in the case of
polymers).

Let us consider the case of a single descriptor in which the volume of the entity is
selected (equivalent to particle mass for particles of constant density). The usual approach
of a single descriptor refers to the choice of the entity’s (equivalent) diameter or the
entity’s volume. Typically, the diameter is chosen in cases of gas–liquid dispersions [5],
emulsions [6], and crystallization [7], and the volume is chosen in cases of aerosols [8]
and precipitation [9]. The above comment does not refer to measurement techniques
but rather how the subject of distributions and the governing equations are developed
in the relevant scientific discipline. The volume is an intrinsic particle variable, and no
approximation is needed to describe it (e.g., like the equivalent diameter); it is exactly
conserved during a coagulation event. This renders it appropriate for use in theoretical
tools, such as population balance equations. From now on, the term “entity” will be
replaced by the term “particle”, as it refers to a colloidal system (dispersion or emulsion).
In general, the particle population is described by a density function, which expresses how
the population is distributed with respect to the internal variable (i.e., particle volume in
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the present case). The distributed variable can be the particle number, surface, or volume,
with the number being the one most extensively used in the literature. In particular, the
function f(x) is the number concentration of particles with sizes between x and x + dx.
The function f(x) is a number density function, so its units are numbers per length in
the sixth power, i.e., #/m6. According to the above discussion, the particle number and
particle volume are chosen as dependent and independent variables of the particle size
distribution, respectively. However, the extension of the methodology to other pairs of
variables is possible.

It is common knowledge that every property of the dispersion can be computed
by invoking the particle size distribution (i.e., the function f(x)). The problem with the
function f(x) is that it must be known at several values of x in order to have its fine
discrete representation. This creates problems for calculations regarding properties of the
dispersion. The most extensively discussed example in the literature is a case where f(x) is
a local flow field variable, which implies that it depends on the spatial coordinate and on
time. In general, knowledge of the discrete form of f(x) can be replaced by knowledge of its
main features. The particle size distribution can be characterized hierarchically by three
main variables: the total particle number concentration, the average particle volume, and
particle polydispersity. In the case of low polydispersity, the monodisperse approximation
has been proved successful in several fields of application [10]. However, in the case of
high polydispersity, a measure of this polydispersity is necessary. This is achieved either by
assuming a specific shape of the distribution (i.e., lognormal, Gamma, Weibull, etc. [11–13])
or by assuming a bidisperse distribution approximating the actual one according to the
sum of two discrete particle sizes. It is noted that the above distributions have been used
in the context of population balance equation solutions. Here, the aim is to compress the
information contained in the actual particle size distribution. The bidisperse distribution
according to the terminology of the present work is one that consists of two discrete particle
sizes, and this differs from a bimodal distribution consisting of several sizes (it could be
said to have two peaks, but it is subjective because the existence of peaks depends on the
way of presenting the distribution (e.g., volume- or number-based).

This work intends to show how successful the bidisperse distribution is to approximate
arbitrary particle size distributions. The main focus is not the best approximation of the
actual distribution but the optimization of its simplest approximation. As a benchmark
case, a lognormal size distribution is considered, as it is the most usual shape for the
characterization of particulate distributions. The meaning of approximation must be
discussed. In what sense is the actual measured distribution approximated by a bidisperse
one? The answer is that the approximation must be performed with respect to the moments
of the distribution. Many properties of the particulate system are expressed in terms of
the moments of the distribution, e.g., the length, area, volume, scattering, etc. Knowledge
of these quantities is usually more important than detailed size distribution knowledge.
In addition, there are other properties that depend on integrals over the size distribution
with more complex kernels. Even in this case, a good approximation of the moments of the
distribution (in particular, in a finite range of orders) ensures the reliable calculation of the
properties based on the approximate distribution. The structure of the present work is as
follows. First, the mathematical problem is formulated, and then the numerical results are
presented, followed by an extensive discussion and specific suggestions for real distribution
approximation according to bidisperse one.

2. Methods

In order to simplify the analysis and to facilitate the numerical calculations, the
normalized particle size distribution F(η) (where η = x/xav and xav is the average volume
of the particles) will be employed. The way to transform the actual distribution f(x) to the
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normalized F(η) is the following. At first, the following moments of the actual distribution
are computed:

N =

∞∫
0

f(x)dx, M =

∞∫
0

xf(x)dx (1)

Then, xav = M/N is computed, and the normalized distribution is found from the
relation F(η) = xavf(ηxav)/N. The normalized moments of order i (i can be any rational
number and not necessarily an integer) of the particle size distribution are defined as

Mi =

∞∫
0

ηiF(η)dη (2)

By constructing the two moments, Mo and M1 are equal to unity. The whole particle
population is characterized now by two numbers N, xav and the function F(η), instead of
the function f(x) alone. As a prototype to assess the validity of the bidisperse distribution,
the lognormal distribution will be considered here. The reason for this particular choice is
that this distribution is the most extensively used in the literature of dispersions, and its
parameters are directly related to specific features of the distribution (e.g., average particle
volume, polydispersity). This is not the case for other candidate distributions, such as the
Gamma one.

The normalized shape of the lognormal distribution is the following [8]:

F(η) =
1√
2πs

1
η

exp(− 1
2s

(ln(η) +
s
2
)

2
) (3)

The parameter s is called “dispersivity”, and it is the measure of the polydispersity
of the distribution. Using the above expression, the moments of the distribution can be
computed in closed form as:

Mi = exp(
i2 − i

2
s) (4)

The simplest approximation of the distribution is the monodisperse one in which
F(η) = δ(η − 1), where δ is the so-called Dirac delta function. This approximation suggests
that all of the particles have a size equal to the average size of the distribution. This
approximation has been proved to be useful in several cases; however, the lack of any
information regarding the broadness of the distribution is evident. The next level of
approximation is the bidisperse distribution. It is important to clarify here the meaning of
the terms “unimodal/bimodal” and “monodisperse/bidisperse” distributions. The first
term refers to the number of peaks of the distribution (which holds for smooth distributions
only), whereas the second refers to the number of different sizes of particles.

The concept of the bidisperse distribution has been extensively used (although it is not
recognized as such) by the so-called quadrature methods of moments used for the solution
of population balance equations [14,15]. The equation is integrated numerically using the
bidisperse distribution to advance four moments of the distribution. At each time step,
the four features of the bidisperse distribution are found by matching the four moments.
A specific algorithm exists for this second step (i.e., the product difference algorithm), but
here it is preferred to keep the original algebraic structure of the problem for generality.

The bidisperse distribution has the form F(η) = w1δ(η − η1) + w2δ(η − η2), where the
four unknowns (w1, w2, η1, and η2) have to be found considering the known moments
of the distribution. Let us assume that moments in the range 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 are of interest.
This choice refers to reliable calculations not only of the moments themselves but also for
integral properties containing more complex kernels not locally exceeding the range of
i. The next step is to choose the four moments for the matching procedure. In principle,
any quartet of moments with no orders that are very close to each other can be used. The
moments of order i = 0 and i = 1 are chosen here due to their physical meaning (the total
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particle number and mass), and the moment i = 2 because it is at the end of the i-domain of
interest. One moment is missing, and there is not an obvious choice. Let us call k the order
of the fourth moment. The system of equations to be solved for the bidisperse parameters is

w1 + w2 = 1 (5)

w1η1 + w2η2 = 1 (6)

w1η
2
1 + w2η

2
2 = es (7)

w1η
k
1 + w2η

k
2 = e

k2−k
2 s (8)

In case of arbitrary particle size distribution, the above system holds, but the right-
hand sides of Equations (7) and (8) are M2 and Mk, respectively, where Mi is the i-th
moment of the distribution, numerically computed.

Fortunately, one can proceed analytically with the above system. The first two equa-
tions comprise a linear system for w1, w2, which can be solved to give

w1 =
η2 − 1
η2 − η1

(9)

w2 =
1 − η1
η2 − η1

(10)

Substitution of the above Equations (9) and (10) in Equation (7), after some algebra,
a trinomial equation for η2 results. Upon solving this equation and retaining only the one
root with an addition sign (because only the root with η2 > 1 is of interest), the following
relations result:

η2 =
−A + (A2 − 4Γ)

1/2

2
(11)

where

A =
η2

1 − es

1 − η1
(12)

Γ =
esη1 − η2

1
1 − η1

(13)

After substituting Equations (11)–(13) to Equation (8), a single transcendental equa-
tions for η1 arises. This single equation has to be solved numerically. The different scenarios
of moment matching presented in the results will be named to facilitate the discussion.
The four moments matching with k = 0.5 are named Case 1. A similar scenario with k = 1.5
(instead of k = 0.5) is called Case 2.

Other ways of performing moment approximation with simple matching are also
examined here. In order to present them, let us define the measure P denoting the total
quality of approximation of moments in the range of i between 0 and 2.

P =
1
2

2∫
0

∣∣∣∣1 − Mbi
Mi

∣∣∣∣di (14)

where Mbi is the normalized moment of the bidisperse distribution computed as

Mbi = w1η
i
1 + w2η

i
2 (15)

The reason for which the integrand is not just the difference between exact and
approximate moments is that the moments increase abruptly in the region of i = 2, so there
would be a bias to reduce the deviation mostly at this region. The normalized deviation
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used ensures uniform approximation through the domain of i from 0 to 2. The measure P
can be decomposed to measures P1 and P2 (2P = P1 + P2), defined as follows:

P1 =

1∫
0

∣∣∣∣1 − Mbi
Mi

∣∣∣∣di (16)

P2 =

2∫
1

∣∣∣∣1 − Mbi
Mi

∣∣∣∣di (17)

The scenario of Case III includes matching for i = 0, 1 (i.e., use of Equations (9) and (10))
and minimization of P with respect to variables η1, η2. Finally, the scenario of Case 4 refers
to matching for i = 0, 1, 2 (i.e., use of Equations (11)–(13)) and minimizing the expression
P + |P1 − P2| with respect to η1.

3. Results

A lognormal distribution with dispersivity s is assumed, and it is approximated
according to a bidisperse one using one of the procedures for Cases 1–4. Then, the moments
of order i for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 are calculated for the bidisperse distribution and compared to those
of the lognormal distribution. The range of dispersivity used in the calculations is from 0.3
to 3, with s = 0.3 corresponding to a very narrow distribution and s = 3 corresponding to a
very broad distribution.

A basic variable presented in the results is the ratio of approximate (bidisperse) to exact
(log normal) moment of order I, i.e., Ei = Mbi/Mi. This ratio is shown versus i in Figure 1
for the Case 1 scenario and for several values of dispersivity s of the lognormal distribution.
The error of approximating the lognormal distribution according to a bidisperse one is zero
for the moments i = 0, 1, 2, 0.5, as expected. Also, the error increases as the spread of the
lognormal distribution (i.e., s) increases. The interesting thing is that whereas the error in
the range 0 < I < 1 is kept low (due to the choice k = 0.5), the error in region 1 < i < 2 is
much higher, with a peak at i = 1.5. The variable Ei is shown as the function of dispersivity
for i = 0.6 and i = 1.5 in Figure 2. In line with Figure 1, it seems that Ei decreases with s for
i = 0.6 and increases with s for i = 1.5.
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Figure 1. Ratio Ei of approximate to exact moment of order i for several values of lognormal
distribution dispersivity s (Case 1).

Given the above behavior of Ei for the Case 1 scenario, it would be of interest to check
what happens in the Case 2 scenario (k = 1.5). The variable Ei is presented versus i for
several s values for Case 2 in Figure 3. The value Ei = 1 in i = 0.5 has been replaced by the
value Ei = 1 at i = 1.5. It appears that Figures 1 and 3 show some kind of symmetry (e.g.,
rotation around axis i = 1). It is obvious that the choice of the fourth matching moment is
quite crucial for the accuracy of the calculated moments through bidisperse approximation.
If one is interested in the computation of the specific moment i = m, then the matching
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must be performed for the moments i = 0, 1, 2, m. The question is what is the right choice
in a case where no specific moment is of interest but rather a whole range of moments. Let
us observe how the integral error measures P, P1, and P2 behave in Case 2. The dependence
of variables P, P1, and P2 on s for Case 2 is shown in Figure 4. It can be said that P denotes
the total error of the approximation in the moment region 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, whereas P1 and P2
denote the errors at i intervals 0 ≤ i ≤ 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, respectively. The average error in
the moments approximation does not exceed 10% (i.e., 0.1). The problem is that this error
is quite unevenly distributed in the domain of interest. The curves for P1 and P2 reveal
that the error in domain 1 (0 ≤ i ≤ 1) is about five times larger than the error in domain 2
(1 ≤ i ≤ 2). The opposite trend appears in Case 1.
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The next step is to explicitly require the minimization of P instead of matching the
moments. In order to increase the versatility of the minimization scheme, matching is
performed only for i = 0 and 1, and the minimization of P is achieved with respect to the two
parameters η1 and η2. The values of Ei versus i for Case 3 are shown in Figure 5. In Figure 6,
the measures for P, P1, and P2 are shown versus s. It appears that Case 3 leads to smaller
overall error, but the non-uniformity of the error is still uneven. The most important thing
is that according to Figure 6, the largest deviation appears at the value i = 2. There are
some slope discontinuities at the P curves, possibly due to the trapping of the minimization
process at local shallow minimums close to the global one.
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So, Case 3 is the best choice for extracting bidisperse distribution properties, except if
one has a special interest in the i = 2 moment. In this situation, the scenario of Case 4 is
followed. The matching is performed for i = 0, 1, 2, and the variable η1 is found from the
minimization of some objective function. This function cannot be P because, as shown in
Figure 7, there is a whole region of η1 in which P is almost constant. The absolute minimum
values correspond to uneven errors. For example, the error distribution for two values of η1
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appears in Figure 8. The uneven error distribution is obvious. The symmetric error actually
occurs at a local maximum of the P function (see Figure 7). The symmetric error distribution
appears in Figure 9. The particular value of η1 is found by minimizing the function:

Φ = P + |P1 − P2| (18)

The same result can also be obtained through minimization of the function:

Ψ =

2∫
0

(
1 − Mbi

Mi

)2
di (19)

The parameters w1, η1, and η2 of the bidisperse distribution versus dispersivity s
for the four cases of their derivation are presented in Figures 10–12, respectively. It is
interesting that the parameter values are very sensitive to the procedure of their derivation.
The parameter η2 increases rapidly with s. The parameter η1 exhibits a more complex
behavior. It decreases with s for Cases 1, 3, and 4, and there is a non-monotonic behavior
for Case 2. It is expected that as the polydispersity increases, the distance between the two
sizes of the bidisperse distribution increases. The parameter w1 increases towards unity as
s increases.
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Figure 11. Large size of the bidisperse distribution η2 versus lognormal distribution dispersivity s.

The Newton–Raphson technique was used for the algebraic equation solution, and the
conjugate gradient method was used for the minimization [16]. There are severe conver-
gence problem in both cases. The convergence was ensured in the present work through an
analytical continuation approach. The problem is solved for s = 0.3, and then s starts to
increase stepwise when using as initial values for the calculation the convergent values of
the parameters from the previous step of s.
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The suggested choice for derivation of the bidisperse distribution is Case 4. The aver-
age error of the moments 0 < i < 2 is 10% (i.e., 0.1), but the local error can reach 15% (i.e.,
0.15) at the maximum distance from the matching moments. In general, the local error
decreases for moment order close to the matching values i = 0, 1, 2. In order to get rid of
any numerical analysis calculation, the following fitting is performed for the value of η1
(0 < s < 3):

η1 = 0.00977s4 − 0.0822s3 + 0.262s2 − 0.3904s + 0.7574 (20)

4. Further Discussion

In this section, the extension of the approach to arbitrary particle size distribution
is presented. In addition, the benefit of using the bidisperse approximation in Monte
Carlo simulations for computing quantities associated with the distribution, is pointed
out. Although the above development and derivation have been made for a lognormal
distribution as the prototype, the results of the present work can be generalized to arbitrary
particle size distributions. The above procedure of deriving a bidisperse approximation
appears complicated because it includes several normalization and mathematical steps.
In order to render the results useful for anyone, an example of application of the procedure
is given here. Let us say that the dimensional volumes xj of N particles (j = 1, 2,. . . N) have
been measured. The average volume xav and the dispersivity s can be found as:

xav =

N
∑

j=1
xj

N
(21)

s = ln(

N
N
∑

j=1
x2

j

(
N
∑

j=1
xj)

2 ) (22)

In a case where s < 3, no numerical analysis is needed. The parameter η1 is found from
Equation (20), the parameter η2 is found from Equations (11)–(13), and the parameter w1
is found from Equation (9). For s > 3, the minimization problem of Function (18) must be
solved combined with Equations (9)–(13). Finally, the two characteristic volumes of the
bidisperse distribution are η1xav and η2xav. The number fraction of the type “1” particles
is w1. It is noted that the above approach is based on the assumption that the actual
distribution has a shape close to the lognormal one. Otherwise, the procedure must be
performed by assuming the numerically computed moments of the actual distribution in
Equation (14) instead of those of the lognormal distribution.
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An important aspect of approximating the actual distribution with the bidisperse one
is the smoother and faster convergence in the case of a Monte Carlo simulation. The unit
problem must be solved several times (for instance, for a lognormal distribution) but only
two times (for the two sizes) for the bidisperse distribution. In addition, the convergence
for the bidisperse distribution occurs faster. This can be crucial in cases where complex
calculations are needed (e.g., light scattering, diffusing wave spectroscopy [17,18]. It is well
known that the broader the distribution is, the larger the number of particles that must be
considered [19,20]. As an example, the computed normalized second moment of the distri-
bution using a Monte Carlo method is presented in Figure 13 for a lognormal distribution
with s = 1 and the corresponding bidisperse distribution versus the computational particles
number. Pseudorandom numbers are generated using as a probability density function
the lognormal and its bidisperse approximation, respectively, and the normalized second
moments are calculated. The smoother behavior of the bidisperse case is evident. There are
spikes in cases of lognormal distribution due to the finite possibility of introducing very
large particles into the system. So, it is convenient to perform the Monte Carlo simulation
(as long as moments with an order no higher than two are engaged in the computation) by
using the bidisperse analog of the actual particle size distribution.
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Figure 13. Convergence of the second moment through Monte Carlo simulation using the lognormal
and the corresponding bidisperse distributions (s = 1).

While the bidisperse approximation can be used to approximate any kind of particle
size distribution, it is ideally suited for the case of a bimodal one. It is quite difficult to
define what a bimodal distribution is. The existence of two peaks is a rather restrictive factor.
It is believed that the more accurate feature of the bimodal distribution is the quite different
range between the number-based and the volume-based distributions. As an example, the
two forms of the probability density function (number and volume) for a dispersion of MCT
oil taken in our laboratory (through image processing) appear in Figure 14. The bidisperse
approximation analysis leads to small and large particle diameters of 5.3 and 128 µm,
respectively, with number fractions of small and large sizes of 0.99 and 0.01, respectively.
The employed matching moments are i = 0, 1/3, 2/3, and 1. The example, of course, is not
based on the specific optimized recipe of the present work; however, it is a good description
of the bidisperse approximation in practice.
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Figure 14. Number and volume probability density functions of droplet diameter for a liquid–liquid
dispersion.

5. Conclusions

It appears that for computational reasons, it is very convenient to replace a relatively
broad actual measure of the particle size distribution with a bidisperse one. The approxima-
tion of the actual distribution according to the bidisperse one must be conducted in terms
of moments in a finite region of orders. The best choice for the matching moments is to
divide the region of moment order to three equal size intervals. However, this is not always
possible because some moment orders are imposed by the physics of the problem. In this
case, a hybrid approach of matching some moments and minimizing a global measure of
deviation between moments of the distribution is proposed. It was shown that the approach
works well for lognormal distribution up to dispersivity equal to three and for a moment
order from one to two. In the case of unimodal distributions, the bidisperse approxima-
tion can be found analytically from Equations (20)–(22) and (9)–(13). In case of arbitrary
distributions, the Equations (9)–(13) can be employed with numerically computed M2 in
place of es, and Equation (18) must be minimized with numerically computed moments of
the distribution Mi. The proposed technique will be applied to proper parameterizing size
distributions of emulsions taken in the laboratory.
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